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Aeye Security Lab Joined OWASP Corporate Supporter 

-Aeye keeps trying to make an effort to become a safe internet environment for anyone- 
 

We are delighted to announce that Aeye Security Lab Inc. joined Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) 

Corporate Supporter. 

 

■Background 

Aeye Security Lab Inc. (Aeye) is offering AeyeScan which is a SaaS web application vulnerability diagnosis platform, 

takes advantage of AI and RPA (Robotic Process Automation). “Through the AeyeScan, state-of-the-art diagnosis 

become popular anytime anyone, as easy as you can” says Aeye. OWASP promotes important activities such as 

“OWASP Top 10” which is a guideline designed to enhance application security. Through the activity to share trends 

and technologies with OWASP, Aeye keeps trying to make an effort to become a safe internet environment - for anyone.  

 

■Endorsement 

Joining the OWASP, we are commemorated and received the following endorsements. 

 

OWASP Japan chapter leader Mr. OKADA Riotaro 

I’m very welcome to Aeye join the OWASP Corporate Supporter. Application security is an increasing weight of 

importance to structure the internet as a secure lifeline. Also, while application development methodologies are getting 

diverse, Fundamentals are known that most vulnerable codes and components become Weakest Link. How can we 

achieve secure applications? - people widely involved in development are faced with unsolved challenges. Let’s share 

Aeye’s professional real field activity with this global community. My best wishes to you! 

 

 

OWASP Japan chapter leader Mr. UENO Sen 

OWASP centering on Web applications, are engaged in international activities related to the security of various software. 

To counter the threats that are updated daily, the cooperation of companies with the latest technology and knowledge, 

such as Aeye, is indispensable. Members of Aeye have been cooperating with the "Pentester Skill Map Project" from 

before, we sincerely welcome your support as an OWASP Corporate Supporter. 

  



 

■About Us 

Established in April 2019 with the philosophy of "solving the shortage of security engineers with our high-level 

technologies". A group of cyber security technology professionals. Especially we provide development and various 

consulting of security services utilizing the cloud by members who have deep knowledge and experience in web 

application security. 

 

Company Name Aeye Security Lab Inc. 

Location  5-8-1, Minamisuna, KOTO City, Tokyo 136-0076, JAPAN 

Representative       President and Representative Director Mr. AOKI Ayumu 

URL   https://www.aeyesec.jp/ 

Inquiry 

About release and services contact at 

E-Mail： info@aeyesec.jp (Attn to: ANDO Megumi) 


